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Details of Visit:

Author: norfolkman
Location 2: Fenny Stratford
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 3 Aug 2019 16:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

An anonymous location behind a shopping street with free car park and very discreet entrance. The
entrance and hallway are basic but the rooms are clean. well decorated and comfortable

The Lady:

Morgan is a very natural 20 something girl next door and her profile pictures perhaps over
glamorise her. She is far better in the flesh then in the photos. She has lovely soft large natural
breasts which were a pleasure to caress.

The Story:

I have to be honest and say that Morgan was not my first choice but the maid rang me to say that
my first choice was not available and I am so glad that I chose Morgan instead. She is so natural in
every way and a real pleasure to be with. She is pretty and can hold an intelligent conversation. I
would have been happy to spend an evening with her at any function. So, to the purpose of my visit
..... Morgan's arms were around me from the start and much mutual kissing and stroking led
naturally to oral both ways and a seamless transition to penetration after the skilful application of
protection. Her slow cowgirl while kissing me was bliss. She finished me slowly by hand and gave
the best orgasm I have experienced in a very long time. Thank you Morgan, I shall have to return.
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